Introduction
This paper explores some algebraic constructions which arise in symplectic geometry, and more specifically, in the theory of Lefschetz fibrations. We begin by setting up the algebraic framework; then state the main results; and after that, give a brief sketch of the geometric motivation.
Let B be an A ∞ -category with finitely many objects (X 1 , . . . , X m ). We impose some technical restrictions (finite-dimensional hom spaces, strict unitality). Consider the directed subcategory A ⊂ B, which retains only morphisms from X i to X j for i < j, together with the identity endomorphisms. Following [10] , we associate to the pair (A, B) a further object D, which is a filtered A ∞ -category with nonzero curvature. Even though the definition of D is really simple, the effect of the curvature term is not obvious at first sight. To approach this question, we look at a suitable category modt(D) of modules over D (the "t" stands for torsion, with respect to the formal parameter defining the filtration of D). This is an ordinary differential graded category, and its cohomological category H 0 (modt(D)) is triangulated. A natural point of comparison is the corresponding category modf (A) ("f " means finite-dimensional), since that has the same formal properties and comes with a canonical functor
This is actually a simple pullback operation, so we will not distinguish notationally between an A-module and its image under (1) . Our main goal is to describe what pullback does in terms of morphisms. The main elements of the description are: the functor There is also an additional statement which describes the behaviour of (2) under composition. The meaning of Theorem 1.1, in an abstract categorical sense, is that pulling back modules from A to D amounts to "localization along T ", which is a special case of the general localization process for categories (formal inversion of morphisms). There is also a corresponding "closed string" result: Both theorems are in line with what one would expect based on symplectic geometry intuition. Omitting many details, the relevant geometric situation is roughly as follows.
One considers "open" Lefschetz fibrations π : E → C, which means that the fibres themselves are non-compact exact symplectic manifolds. Fix a regular base point, and let M be the fibre at that point. Now choose a distinguished basis of vanishing cycles, one for each critical point of the fibration. These are Lagrangian spheres in M , hence become the objects of an A ∞ -category B, which is part of the Fukaya category of M . The associated directed subcategory A also has geometric meaning, since it is part of the Fukaya category of the fibration π as defined in [13] . The general idea is that in this scheme, D should give rise to symplectic invariants of E, which would be independent of the choice of fibration. The simplest expected manifestation of this is a conjecture [10, Conjecture 1] which states that HH * (D) should recover the symplectic homology SH * (E). In the last section of the paper, we check this conjecture in a nontrivial example, namely for the Lefschetz fibration which is the Landau-Ginzburg mirror of Y = CP 2 . In this case, the symplectic homology is known [15] . To determine the other side, we combine Theorem 1.2 and homological mirror symmetry [7] , which together reduce the problem to a simple algebro-geometric computation on Y (obviously, this is in somewhat different style than the rest of the paper; for one thing, it is much less self-contained).
A ∞ -bimodules
(2a) Notation. Everything will be linear over a fixed ground field K. We will use the standard "reduced" or "bar" convention for A ∞ -structures. Specifically, the A ∞ -associativity equation has the form where * = a 1 + · · · + a m is the sum of reduced degrees a i = |a i | − 1. Informally speaking, this means that we think of µ A as acting from the left, so that µ n A (which is of degree 1 in the reduced grading) has to be commuted past a 1 , . . . , a m , picking up a Koszul sign. We will make this standing notation from now: given any expression which consists of a multilinear map applied to a block of subsequent entries in a tensor expression, we write * for the sum of degrees of all entries lying to the left of that block, where "degree" for elements of A ∞ -algebras means reduced degree.
Many (but not all) of the A ∞ -categories occurring in this paper belong to a rather special class. We will take advantage of that to simplify the basic formalism, even where this comes at the expense of some generality. Concretely, these are A ∞ -categories which (5) have finitely many objects; are strictly unital; and come with a strict augmentation.
Let A be such a category. Thanks to the first property, we can identify it with the A ∞ -algebra over the semisimple ring R = K Ob(A) obtained by taking the direct sum of all morphism groups:
hom A (X, Y ).
With this in mind, the remaining two properties mean that there is a preferred decomposition A = R ⊕ A + , where R is the subspace spanned by the identities (units) e X , and A + ⊂ A an A ∞ -subalgebra over R.
We write T (A + [1] ) for the unital tensor coalgebra over R generated by A + [1] . With the convention, which will be upheld from now on, that all tensor products are over R unless otherwise indicated, this is
More intuitively, one can think of the generators of T (A + [1] ) as chains of composable morphisms in A (this includes the length zero chains located at any object, which give rise to
. It is a well-known fact that the A ∞ -structure on A induces a differential ∂ on T (A + [1] ), which we call the bar differential:
Together with the standard coproduct, this turns T (A + [1] ) into a dg coalgebra. Of course, we have a dual dga structure on T (A + [1] ) ∨ , given explicitly by
(2b) Bimodules. We now begin to explain some general facts concerning bimodules in an A ∞ -context. These are by no means new, see for instance [14] . Nevertheless, we find it convenient to give a unified presentation, if only to clarify the sign conventions involved. Let A, A ′ be two A ∞ -categories satisfying (5), with corresponding semisimple rings R, R ′ . A (strictly unital) (A, A ′ )-bimodule consists of a graded (R, R ′ )-bimodule P, together with a structure map
satisfying a generalized bimodule equation. Note that following our convention, the left tensor product is over R, and the right one over R ′ . Write µ r|1|s P for the component of (10) which has r tensor factors on the left and s on the right. The A ∞ -bimodule equation is
The boldface notation for elements of P is just an attempt to increase readability in long formulae. Also, we follow the previous indications for signs (−1) * , with the proviso that the degrees of elements p are the natural (unreduced) ones.
In the case where A = A ′ , we speak of A-bimodules rather than (A, A)-bimodules. A simple example is the diagonal bimodule. This has P = A and
(2c) Morphisms of bimodules. A ∞ -bimodules form a dg category U = mod(A, A ′ ). The chain level morphism spaces are defined by
, Q . Take ρ ∈ hom U (P, Q) of degree |ρ|, and write its components as ρ r|1|s . The differential dρ is then given by (14) (dρ) r|1|s (a 1 , . . . , a r , p, a
Composition is defined by a similar, if somewhat simpler, formula:
Every object P has an identity endomorphisms 1 = 1 P , given by 1 0|1|0 = id P , with vanishing higher order terms.
Elements of (13) are called pre-homomorphisms of bimodules, the word homomorphism being reserved for those which satisfy dρ = 0. Two homomorphisms which differ by some dθ will be called homotopic. Equivalently, the homomorphisms are precisely those that induce morphisms in the cohomological category H(U), and homotopy is just equality of those induced morphisms. A homomorphism whose higher order terms all vanish will be called naive; in the case of degree zero, this consists of a single linear map ρ 0|1|0 which strictly commutes with all bimodule operations, and such maps are composed in the obvious way.
Any bimodule homomorphism ρ : P → Q induces a homomorphism H(ρ) :
where the cohomology is taken with respect to µ 0|1|0 . If this induced map is an isomorphism, ρ is called a quasi-isomorphism. An important property of the A ∞ theory is that any quasi-isomorphism is an isomorphism in H(U). Concretely, this means that there is another bimodule homomorphism ξ : Q → P such that ξρ and ρξ are homotopic to the respective identities. The proof is by a standard argument involving the filtration of hom U spaces by length.
(2d) Shift. There is a natural shift operation on bimodules, P[1] i = P i+1 . This is accompanied by a sign change in the bimodule structure maps. More precisely,
For instance, the shifted diagonal bimodule
. As a consequence of this convention, the naive identification hom
) is an isomorphism of chain complexes. In contrast, the isomorphism hom
, Q), which we write as ρ → ρ [1] , picks up some signs: (ρ [1] ) r|1|s = (−1) † ρ r|1|s , where † = a 1 + · · · + a r .
(2e) Short exact sequences. Let Q be an (A, A ′ )-bimodule, and P ⊂ Q a submodule, which means that it is closed under the action of R, R ′ , and under all the operations µ r,1,s Q . This obviously inherits a bimodule structure, and so does the quotient O = Q/P. The inclusion and projection maps ι : P → Q, π : Q → O, can be promoted to bimodule homomorphisms in the naive way. We call the outcome a naive short exact sequence of bimodules,
Following the standard pattern, one can construct a boundary operator δ, which is a homomorphism O → P of degree one. To define this, choose a splitting σ of π as a map of graded (R, R ′ )-bimodules. Extend that naively to a pre-homomorphism of bimodules, which means an element of hom 0 U (O, Q). Then take δ = dσ, which will automatically lie in the subspace
Note that (id − σπ) is the induced splitting of ι. Clearly, the homotopy class of δ is independent of the choice of splitting. Conversely, one can define short exact sequences with prescribed boundary maps by forming mapping cones: given a degree 1 bimodule homomorphism δ : O → P, set Q = O ⊕ P, with the bimodule structure given by
(2f ) Tensor product. Let P be an (A, A ′ )-bimodule, and Q an (A ′ , A ′′ )-bimodule. We define their tensor product to be the (A, A ′′ )-bimodule
the one-sided higher order structure maps
and finally, In the classical case (for complexes of bimodules over associative algebras), the formulae (20) specialize to the derived tensor product, with the middle term T (A ′ + [1] ) arising from the standard free resolution of the diagonal bimodule. As a philosophical aside, note that in the A ∞ world any notion of tensor product must necessarily be a "derived" one, because of the invertibility of quasi-isomorphisms.
Tensor products are functorial in the obvious sense. If τ : P → P ′ and ρ : Q → Q ′ are bimodule pre-homomorphisms, one defines ξ = τ ⊗ ρ :
To prevent confusion, we spell out what the standard sign means in this case, namely * = a 1 + · · · + a r + |p| + a ′ 1 + · · · + a ′ n . This construction has the expected properties
(2g) Tensor product with the diagonal. Naively, one expects the tensor product with the diagonal to do nothing. In the present framework, this holds only up to quasiisomorphism. More precisely, we have a natural quasi-isomorphism
The constituents of this are maps ǫ r|1|s :
, where † = a 1 + · · · a r (note that if we pass to the associated degree 1 homomorphism ǫ [1] : (A ⊗ A P) [1] = A[1] ⊗ A P → P, the sign vanishes). We say "essentially" because µ P is not defined on the piece R ⊂ A. However, that is easily remedied: in the simplest case, ǫ 0|1|0 : R ⊗ P = P → P, one just takes the identity, and all the other cases are set to zero. Naturality of ǫ means that for any bimodule homomorphism ρ : P → Q, one has a homotopy commutative diagram
Next, the fact that ǫ is a quasi-isomorphism follows from standard spectral sequence arguments, which reduce things to the cohomological level and hence to the classical case of algebras. One can also construct an explicit quasi-inverse ξ = ξ P,lef t : P → A⊗ A P. Namely, take
where a 1 ∈ e X 0 Ae X 1 = hom A (X 1 , X 0 ), and set the other terms ξ r|1|s , s > 0, to zero. This is actually strictly functorial, meaning that the diagram corresponding to (27) (with the horizontal arrows pointing left) commutes on the nose.
For completeness, we should also mention the right-hand counterpart of (26),
In the same sense as before, this is essentially given by ǫ r|1|s = (−1) ‡ ρ r|1|s+1+t P
, where ‡ = a 1 +· · ·+ a r +|p|+ a ′ 1 +· · ·+ a ′ t +1. Note that in the special case where P = A, the two maps (26) and (29) coincide. Similarly, given any (A, A ′ )-bimodule P and (A ′ , A ′′ )-bimodule Q, we have two possible choices of quasi-isomorphisms
but these turn out to be homotopic.
(2h) A ∞ -modules. A (left, strictly unital) A ∞ -module over A is the same as an (A, K)-bimodule. In this situation, we will specialize the notation to make it more familiar, writing µ s|1 rather than µ s|1|0 , and mod(A) rather than mod(A, K). Occasionally, right A-modules will also arise; these can be defined as objects of mod(K, A), but we will not introduce any special notation.
Write V = mod(A). The trivial example of an object in that category is the trivial module R, which has vanishing structure maps µ s|1 = 0 for all s. By going through the definitions, one sees that hom V (R, R) = T (A + [1] ) ∨ with the dga structure from (9) . Actually, R splits into the direct sum of simple modules Re X ∼ = K for X ∈ Ob(A), and for these we have
At the other extreme, we have the free module A, whose endomorphism dga is quasiisomorphic to the opposite A ∞ -algebra A opp (this is a form of the Yoneda embedding; we omit the details, since they are not particularly relevant here, but see for instance [13, Chapter 1]). Again, A splits into elementary projective modules Ae X , and these come with quasi-isomorphisms hom
(2i) Convolution functors. Take V = mod(A) as before, and V ′ = mod(A ′ ). Every P ∈ Ob mod(A, A ′ ) gives rise to a dg functor Φ P : V ′ → V, which sends a module M to P ⊗ A ′ M, and a module pre-homomorphism φ to 1 P ⊗ φ. We call this convolution with P. Tensor product of bimodules corresponds to composition of convolution functors. Moreover, a bimodule homomorphism ρ : P → Q gives rise to a natural transformation Φ ρ : Φ P → Φ Q , which consists of the collection of module homomorphisms ρ ⊗ 1 M . A more precise formulation would be as follows: let f un(V ′ , V) be the dg category of all dg functors and their natural (pre-)transformations. Then convolution defines a canonical dg-functor
There is one rather unfortunate aspect about this formalism. Taking P = A to be the diagonal bimodule, one finds that the maps (28) provide a natural transformation
However, it is not clear that the natural transformation itself is an isomorphism in H 0 (f un(V, V)), since the inverse maps (26) are not functorial on the cochain level. One can improve the situation by considering a suitably modified functor category (either adjoining abstract formal inversesà la derived category, or more concretely using A ∞ -natural transformations). We will usually adopt a more crude solution, which is to stay on the level of H 0 (V), where the problem is of course non-existent.
The definition. A directed A ∞ -category is a strictly unital A ∞ -category with a finite ordered set of objects, usually denoted by Ob A = {X 1 , . . . , X m }, such that
Here, we have written e i rather than e X i for brevity. Such categories come with an obvious augmentation, namely
(3b) Modules. Let A be a directed A ∞ -category. We denote by modf (A) the full dg subcategory of those A-modules whose underlying vector space is finite-dimensional. Any such module M admits a canonical decreasing filtration
The graded spaces of this filtration are e ≥i M/e ≥i+1 M = e i M, but with an induced module structure whose higher order terms µ r|1 , r > 0, are all trivial. This means that each of them is quasi-isomorphic to a direct sum of shifted copies of the simple module Re i . More precisely, e i M ≃ H(e i M) ⊗ K Re i , where the cohomology is taken with respect to µ 0|1 M .
In a more functorial way, one can think of this as follows. The diagonal bimodule itself admits a filtration e ≥i A defined in the same way as (34). The graded spaces of this filtration split, as the tensor product of a simple (left) and an elementary projective (right) module:
When applied to convolution functors, one gets a filtration of any A ⊗ A M ≃ M, which up to quasi-isomorphism is (34). In more classical terminology, the filtration of the diagonal induces a semi-orthogonal decomposition of the triangulated category H 0 (modf (A)).
(3c) A natural transformation. From now on, we will work in the following context:
B is a strictly unital A ∞ -category, with a finite ordered set of objects Ob B = {X 1 , . . . , X m }, and whose hom spaces are finite-dimensional; and A ⊂ B is the associated directed subcategory. By definition, the directed subcategory is the unique A ∞ -subcategory which has ObA = ObB, is directed, and satisfies hom A (X i , X j ) = hom B (X i , X j ) for all i < j.
We will consider the dg categories V = mod(A) and U = mod(A, A) of modules and bimodules, respectively. Of course, these depend only on A, but they inherit certain additional structures from B. The primary such structure is the naive short exact sequence of Abimodules,
Here A is the diagonal bimodule, and B is similarly considered to be an A-bimodule by restriction of the diagonal B-bimodule structure. Define δ to be the boundary homomorphism of this exact sequence, which is simply (18) with µ
, with the same sign as in (12) . In practice, we often prefer to work with δ[−1] : (B/A)[−1] → A, which has degree zero and where the sign reduces to a single −1.
Clearly, δ measures how far (37) is from being split. As an illustration, consider the following rather trivial situation. Let A be a directed A ∞ -category, and P an A-bimodule. One can then define the trivial extension algebra B = A ⊕ P, whose structure maps are
when one entry p = b r+1 lies in P, and the others in A, 0 whenever at least two entries lie in P, signs being such that the quotient bimodule B/A becomes equal to P. With this in mind, the obvious splitting σ is a bimodule homomorphism, and if one uses that, then δ will vanish identically. Hence, the homotopy class [δ] is zero in the trivial extension case, for any choice of splitting.
Lemma 3.1. The following diagram is homotopy commutative:
Proof. Take the pre-homomorphism κ :
. Then dκ is precisely the difference between the two sides in (39).
It is instructive to review how much of the existing data we have used so far. A itself involves only those compositions µ B whose entries are "increasingly ordered", which means that they lie in groups hom B (X i , X j ) for i < j. To construct δ one uses compositions where one entry may go in the opposite direction, since it belongs to σ(B/A). The proof of Lemma 3.1 introduces κ, which involves µ B 's with two entries lying in σ(B/A). This hints at the existence of an entire hierarchy of pre-homomorphisms, which would ultimately involve all of the structure of B. We will not pursue the idea further in this paper. To avoid technical problems stemming from the failure of (27) to be strictly commutative, we pass to the cohomology level category V = H 0 (V), where H 0 (Φ A ) ∼ = Id canonically, and denote the resulting data by F : V → V , T : F → Id. Generally speaking, given a natural transformation T : F → Id, there are two induced transformations R F T, L F T : F 2 → F , defined by left or right composition with F . Concretely,
for M ∈ Ob(V ). If these two agree, we say that T is ambidextrous. In our particular case, the two expressions in (39) can be identified with the cohomology level natural transformations induced by the two sides of (41), hence coincide by Lemma 3.1. More precisely, the relevant homotopy commutative diagram is
t
t h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h
(3d) Localization along natural transformations. We will now introduce a bit of general category theory relevant to the situation above. Namely, let V be an additive category, F : V → V an endofunctor, and T : F → Id V an ambidextrous natural transformation. For any pair of objects (M, N ) and any p ≥ 0, we have an induced map
. Form the direct limit of this sequence of maps as p → ∞, and take the result to be the space of morphisms in a new category W :
Note that compatibility of this with the maps in the direct system requires (41). We call the resulting W the localization of V along T . There is an obvious functor V → W , given by the p = 0 term in (43). The image of any morphism T M under this functor is an isomorphism in
, thought of as lying in the p = 1 term of the direct system which defines Hom W (M, F (M )). Conversely, any functor from V to another category, which has the property that the T M are mapped to isomorphisms, factors through W in an essentially unique way. Hence, W is the localization S −1 V in the sense of general category theory, where S is the set of morphisms {T M }. There are many available references for categorical localization, for example [5, p. 144 ] (as the reader will have noticed, we ignore set-theoretic problems throughout).
Now assume that V is triangulated, and F an exact functor. In the triangulated framework there is a more specialized notion, the Verdier quotient by a thick triangulated subcategory, see for instance [5, p. 266] . To see how this applies to our case, define for M ∈ Ob(V ) and any p > 0
(these elements constitute a natural transformation T p : F p → Id V ). Let V nil ⊂ V be the full subcategory consisting of those M such that "T M is nilpotent", meaning that T p M vanishes for large p. The following Lemma shows that V nil is a thick triangulated subcategory: N ) is a morphism that factors through some object of V nil , and whose mapping cone (the object completing it to an exact triangle) belongs to
e e where the top and bottom pieces are exact triangles, so C is the mapping cone in question. The assumption on f ensures that the dashed arrow vanishes if p is large. This means that T p M can be written as a composition
Applying F q and using naturality, we see that T p+q M can be written as a composition, one of the two factors being T q C . By assumption, this is zero if q is large, which shows that M ∈ Ob(V nil ). The argument for N is parallel.
Let S nil be the set of those morphisms whose mapping cone lies in V nil . By definition, the Verdier quotient is V /V nil = S −1 nil V (it carries an induced triangulated structure). We now relate this to the previously considered localization S −1 V .
Proof. Let N be the mapping cone of T M . Take the map f : M → N which is part of the exact triangle, and whose mapping cone is obviously C = F (M )[−1]. Look at (45), taking p = 1. The dashed arrow is again zero, which by the same argument as before implies
Proof. Let C be the cone of f , and look at the long exact sequence
The image of T p N under the second map agrees with that of
As stated in the Introduction, we will find that in the situation (36), localization along the natural transformation Φ δ[−1] has a canonical realization on the cochain level, as a dg category. In view of (47), it seems natural to relate this to the notions of quotient dg category introduced in [6, 3] . The author has been unable to make this work so far, presumably because of his scant understanding of the chain level quotient constructions. 
in words, formal power series in hom B , constrained by asking that the constant (t 0 ) term should lie in hom A . The grading is such that |t| = 2. The A ∞ -structure maps µ s D , s > 0, are the t-linear extension of those on B. In addition, we introduce a curvature term µ 0 D , given by
Because the e i are strict identity elements, this satisfies the extended A ∞ -equations, which are the same as (4) but allowing n = 0. Note that each morphism space (48) comes with a natural t-adic filtration
] for p > 0. This is a complete decreasing filtration, compatible with the A ∞ -structure. Moreover, the curvature (49) is "small", in the sense that it lies in F 1 . These are precisely the conditions required to make D into a filtered A ∞ -category with nonzero curvature (the same kind of structure is known to arise in other contexts in symplectic geometry [4, 2] , but the relationship is not immediately clear).
As before, we will identify D with the sum of its morphism groups, which is A ⊕ tB
There is an obvious augmentation ideal,
. Note that the ground ring for D is still considered to be R (and not R[[t]], in spite of the obvious t-linearity of the composition maps). Also, we always want to take into account the complete topology of D. Concretely, this means that tensor products involving D will be topologically completed ones. Both points are relevant for the definition of the tensor coalgebra T = T (D + [1] ), which therefore is
Here, the product is over all l ≥ 0 and i 1 , . . . , i l > 0, with the convention that the l = 0 factor is just T (A + [1] ). As before, µ * D determines a coalgebra differential ∂ T on T , which is like (8) but allowing n = 0. As a rather degenerate case, starting with the "length zero" expression e i ∈ R ⊂ T one gets ∂ T (e i ) = te i , and then ∂ T (te i ) = te i ⊗ te i − te i ⊗ te i + tµ 1 (e i ) = 0. Note also that T has an induced t-adic filtration F • T , which is complete by definition. Most terms of ∂ T actually preserve the total power of t, the exception being insertion of µ 0 D , which clearly raises it by one. Hence, passing to the graded spaces F p T /F p+1 T just kills the last-mentioned terms.
(4b) A bimodule computation. It is useful to write these graded spaces, for p > 0, as
here, the first and last factors are R thought of as a trivial right respectively left A-module, and the middle piece is a certain A-bimodule T p . This means that as a graded R-bimodule,
The A-bimodule structure is uniquely determined by requiring that (51) should hold. In particular, it does not respect the splitting (52). However, one can project T p to the summand l = p and (i 1 , . . . , i l ) = (1, . . . , 1), and this projection will be a naive bimodule homomorphism with target tB[1] ⊗ A · · · ⊗ A tB [1] . Here, we keep the formal variable t for notational consistency, but it really just stands for a shift [−2], so that tB[1] = B[−1]; and the tensor product of bimodules is formed according to the general prescription. We actually want to further pass to the quotient B/A in each of the B factors except for the last one. The outcome is a naive bimodule homomorphism
Proof. We will argue by induction on p. The case p = 1 is trivial, so let's fix some p > 1. Divide T p into pieces according to the exponent which appears in the leftmost term
. Now write P = B/A and fix a splitting σ of the projection, so that B = A ⊕ P as a graded R-bimodule. Use that to further split each piece, except for the simplest one t p B [1] . The outcome is that
as a graded R-bimodule. Now assign weight 2i− 1 to the summand
, and weight 2p − 1 to t p B [1] . This gives rise to a finite decreasing filtration W • T p , which is compatible with the A-bimodule structure (unlike the decomposition (54) itself, which is not even compatible with the differential). By induction assumption, we know the graded spaces of this filtration up to bimodule quasi-isomorphism:
(55)
In view of the statement of the Lemma, one expects a lot of cancellation between those terms. The way in which that happens is quite complicated in general. We therefore temporarily restrict attention to a rather degenerate special case, which is when B = A ⊕ P is a trivial extension algebra (38). In this case, the quotients W 2i /W 2i+2 are acyclic for all i > 0. We will first prove this for 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 2. Let Q i be the cone of the degree 1 bimodule homomorphism
where ǫ = ǫ P[1],lef t is as in (26) (we're moving t's around freely, which is ok since those just represents even shifts, which don't affect the signs). Q i fits into a commutative diagram, whose columns are short exact sequences:
Here, all maps are naive bimodule homomorphisms, including the middle → which is the appropriate projection, so commutativity is trivial to check. It follows that all the → are quasi-isomorphisms. On the other hand, (56) is a quasi-isomorphism, so its mapping cone is acyclic, which proves acyclicity of W 2i /W 2i+2 . A similar, but simpler, reasoning applies to Having shown that, it follows that projection
is a quasiisomorphism. Now π p can be thought of as the composition of that projection and 1 ⊗ π p−1 , hence is itself a quasi-isomorphism by induction assumption.
It remains to remove the restriction introduced in the course of the proof, namely that B should be a trivial extension algebra. Take the general situation, with a choice of splitting σ, and introduce a finite increasing filtration V • T p by the total number of P factors appearing in the tensor product, excluding the rightmost term:
This filtration is compatible with the A-bimodule structure. Moreover, passing to the associated graded spaces just means killing all terms which either map a single copy of P to A (as in the definition of δ), or otherwise multiply two or more P factors together (as in the definition of κ). Killing these terms is exactly the same as replacing the given B with the trivial extension algebra A ⊕ P. A spectral sequence comparison argument applied V • T p therefore reduces the problem to the previously considered special case.
(4c) Finite approximations to the tensor coalgebra. We now return to T itself. Using Lemma 4.1, one can identify the graded spaces of the t-adic filtration up to quasiisomorphism:
Fix some p > 0, and consider the chain map
where ξ = ξ R,lef t is the quasi-isomorphism from (28), thought of as a degree 1 module
Let C be the cone of (60). This fits into a diagram of chain complexes of the same form as (57),
Similarly, T /F 2 T can be identified with the mapping cone of (inclusion)
This allows us to determine the differential on the E 1 page of the spectral sequence associated to F • T . The simplest case is when B is a trivial extension algebra. In that case, one can split
is the inclusion into the first factor for p = 0, and an isomorphism of the second factor onto the first one for p > 0. As an immediate consequence, we find:
This is not really the simplest proof of this particular fact. As one possible alternative, one can use the splitting of B to explicitly write down a linear map T (D + [1] ) → R whose differential is the co-unit, and then use the coalgebra structure to see that this implies H(T ) = 0. In the general case, one can see (by inspection of (61) and related diagrams) that the boundary map associated to the long exact sequence (37) plays a key role in determining the E 2 page. However, the whole spectral sequence is somewhat complicated, so we take a slightly different approach to computing H(T ). Namely, consider the projection
This is similar to (53), except that now we are passing to B/A in all factors (this is actually necessary in order to obtain a well-defined quotient complex, because it gets rid of the terms in
Proof. In the trivial extension case, one can use the same spectral sequence as for Lemma 4.2, applied to the t-adic filtration of T /F p+1 T . The E 2 page is empty except for the p-th column, which contains the second summand of (62). Hence, the induced map on that page is an isomorphism. To derive the general result from this, one uses a filtration V • (T /F p+1 T ) defined in the same way as in Lemma 4.1.
The quotients T /F p+1 T form an inverse system of finite-dimensional vector spaces, which therefore automatically satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. With that in mind, one can write
It remains to determine the connecting maps in the inverse system on the right. As usual, we start by fixing a splitting σ of the projection in (37). Let δ be the resulting boundary homomorphism. More precisely, we want to shift it as in (39), which means consider
Lemma 4.4. The following diagram of chain maps is homotopy commutative:
Proof. Take the projection id− σπ, think of it as a degree −1 pre-homomorphism tB [1] → A, and use that to define a map
This provides the desired chain homotopy between the two sides of (65).
As an addendum, we should mention how the coalgebra structure of T behaves with respect to (64). This is expressed by a commutative diagram
Here, the top → is induced by the coproduct on T ; the ↓ are (63); and the bottom → is the coproduct applied only to the T (A + [1] ) expression lying between the p-th and (p + 1)-st copies of (tB/A [1] ). Equivalently, one can think of this as being constructed from
which explains why it is a chain map (of course, one can easily check this fact directly).
(4d) A category of D-modules. A general definition of A ∞ -modules over D must take the t-adic topology into account. This means that the modules themselves should carry complete topologies, and that the structural maps are continuous. Here, we only consider modules where the topology is trivial. Such an object is then given by a finite-dimensional graded R-module M, together with a structure map
Here homc is the space of homomorphisms whose restriction to F p+1 T ⊗ M, for some p, vanishes. Equivalently, one can express this condition by considering the topological dual T ∨ , which is the direct sum of the duals of all the factors in (50). Of course, µ M must also satisfy the A ∞ -module equation, which is as before except for an obvious additional term involving µ 0 D . At lowest order, this equation says that (69) (µ
Since that is nonzero in general, the notions of cohomology of M (and of quasi-isomorphism) no longer make sense. In spite of that, one still has a dg category W = modt(D) whose objects are torsion modules. The morphism spaces are defined in parallel to (68), as
The differential and composition in W are as in (14) and (15) (4e) Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let M, N be two objects of V, pulled back to W. The space (70) comes with an increasing filtration F • hom W (M, N ), dual to the t-adic filtration of T . Note that because of the homc in (70), this filtration is actually exhausting. The first statement is that for each p ≥ 0, the natural inclusion
is a quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes. It is straightforward to check that this is a chain map. If M = N = R is the trivial module, (71) is precisely the dual of (63), hence we already know that it is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, this is compatible with the decomposition of R into simple modules Re i . Hence, the map will be a quasi-isomorphism if both M or N are simple, or direct sums of shifted copies of such modules. An obvious spectral sequence argument shows that a quasi-isomorphism of modules induces a quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes on both sides of (71). Finally, a naive short exact sequence of modules (on either the M or N side) induces short exact sequences of complexes (71). With this in mind, the general case follows from the existence of filtrations (34) for modules over directed A ∞ -algebras. Of course, this is only one possible way to proceed. Alternatively, one could go through the previous arguments for T , dualize everything, and check that this generalizes to the case of hom W (M, N ) for arbitrary M, N .
Next, the maps (71) fit into a homotopy commutative diagram (72)
this is precisely the dual of (65), and in fact, an obvious generalization of the homotopy described in Lemma 4.4 does the job in general.
As an aside, we should mention that, due to Lemma 3.1, the fact that δ is applied to the last B/A factor is ultimately irrelevant.
Finally, we have compatibility with composition. Namely, the following diagram commutes: (73)
Here, the ↑s are as in (71), and the ↓ is convolution with Q = (tB/A[1]) ⊗ A q acting on the second factor: 
Hochschild homology
(5a) Cyclic tensor products. Fix A ∞ -categories A 1 , . . . , A l = A 0 satisfying (5), with corresponding semisimple rings R 1 , . . . , R l = R 0 . Suppose that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ l we have a bimodule P i over (A i−i , A i ). The cyclic tensor product of these bimodules, denoted by
is a chain complex of vector spaces, defined as follows. First,
As general notation, M diag stands for the diagonal part of an R-bimodule M , which for R = X Ke X means M diag = X e X M e X . In the case above, R = R 0 , so the sum is over objects X of A l = A 0 . One can think of the generators of (75) as "closed paths", where each vertex is labeled by an object in one of the A i , and each edge either by a morphism in one of those categories, or by an element lying in the appropriate summand of a bimodule
To interpret this, note that one can write C more succinctly as bimodule tensor product
The first two summands in (76) reproduce the ordinary differential on this tensor product, but the third one (which permutes the entries cyclically, giving the construction its name) is of a different nature. There is one exception to this informal remark, namely when P 1 = M ⊗ K N is the tensor product of a left module M and right module N . In that case, one can move the first factor to the right (introducing suitable Koszul signs) and write
which turns ∂ C into the standard differential on that product.
Even though our terminology is non-standard, cyclic tensor products are not new by any means. In the simplest case, where one has only one A = A 0 = A 1 and bimodule P = P 1 , (C, ∂ C ) is the reduced Hochschild complex of A with coefficients in P, and its cohomology (after grading-reversal, to make it into a homological complex) is called the Hochschild homology HH * (A, P). The most standard case is when P = A is the diagonal bimodule, in which case we write HH * (A) rather than HH * (A, A). More general cyclic tensor products can also be written in this way, simply by noticing that
(5b) The Hochschild homology of D (torsion coefficients). Following the same line of reasoning as in Section 4d, we can define a dg category bimodt(D) of torsion D-bimodules.
The main examples of such objects, and indeed the only ones relevant right now, are pullbacks of A-bimodules. If P is such a bimodule, one defines the Hochschild complex of D with coefficients in P to be
keeping in mind that the tensor product T = T (D + [1] ) is the completed one. The differential is a straightforward generalization of (76), involving additional µ 0 D terms as in ∂ T itself. Denote its homology by HH * (D, P). Proof. There is an obvious linear map | t=0 :
, defined by killing all terms which contain positive powers of t. Analogously, we have the formal first derivative (79)
In bimodt(D), consider the degree −1 pre-homomorphism ρ from B to itself defined by
This satisfies dρ = 1 B [1] , which implies that B [1] , hence also B, is zero in H 0 (bimodt(D)). Since Hochschild homology is functorial in that category, this proves the desired result.
Beyond this particular case, things get a little more complicated. Let P be a D-bimodule pulled back from A. For simplicity, we assume that P is finite-dimensional over K. Consider the t-adic filtration F • C of the associated Hochschild complex. The corresponding finite approximations come with natural projections
Our first claim is that For any p and P, (81) is a quasi-isomorphism. Start with the case when P = R ⊗ K R is the tensor product of the trivial left and right A-modules. Then, shifting the first factor to the right actually identifies (C, ∂ C ) with the bar coalgebra (T, ∂ T ) from (50), and the projection becomes (63), so the desired result is Lemma 4.3. Obviously, the quasi-isomorphism in question respects the decomposition of R ⊗ K R into simple summands, so the result is also true if P = Re i ⊗ K e j R. To derive the general statement from this, we adapt the strategy from (71). By using the filtration of the diagonal from Section 3b and tensor products, one sees that up to isomorphism in H 0 (mod(A, A)), any finite-dimensional A-bimodule P can be "decomposed" through short exact sequences into "constituents" isomorphic to Re i ⊗ K e i P. Of course, the right module e i P can in turn be decomposed, in the same sense, into e j Rs. A standard five-lemma argument applied to (81) then completes the proof.
Next, the maps (81) fit into a homotopy commutative diagram (82)
This is a close cousin of (65). In particular, if one thinks of
This is still a chain map (this requires separate verification, since the differentials are not the same as before), and actually a quasi-isomorphism (clear from the previous considerations for P = R ⊗ K R, with the general case following by the now familiar decomposition argument).
With this in mind, one can construct the required chain homotopy in the same way as in Lemma 4.4. The upshot is:
Lemma 5.2. For any finite-dimensional A-bimodule P, there is an isomorphism
where the connecting maps in the inverse limit, However, the only necessary modification is that the Hochschild complex needs to be completed, so as to take the topology of D into account. Still, because of its overall importance, it may be appropriate to write down this complex, which we denote by (Z, ∂ Z ), in an elementary way analogous to (50):
where the first summand should be thought of as the appropriately modified special case i 1 = 0 of the second one; and (85)
where § is the same Koszul expression as in (76), plus the additional summand which arises from the conventions for the diagonal bimodule (12) . In the first term, the µ B can contain any number of t i b expressions (including none at all, in which case the composition is really a µ A ). In the second term, the sum is over i ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ r i , which means that a te k can appear anywhere except in the leftmost position; and k is chosen so that X k is the target of a i,n+1 (and source of a i,n ).
Let G 
The critical values of π are the solutions of ζ 3 = 27. We choose * = 0 as base point, and the straight lines from * to each ζ as vanishing paths. This gives rise to a triple (L 1 , L 2 , L 3 ) of vanishing cycles in the fibre M = E * . Concretely, M is a three-punctured torus, and the L k are embedded circles, drawn in Figure  1 below. Let B be the full subcategory of the Fukaya category F(M ) whose objects are the L k (there are some technical details, such as the choice of gradings, which we suppress here). Given the present state of technology, it is relatively straightforward to determine B explicitly, and indeed, several similar computations are contained in the existing literature [7, 9, 8, 11, 12, 1] . We will give a quick rundown of the argument, with references for the more technical parts.
First of all, let's focus on B = H(B) as a graded algebra over R = C 3 (throughout this section, the coefficient field will be K = C). If we reduce the grading mod 2, then
where the group Γ = Z/3 acts diagonally on V = C 3 by cubic roots of unity, and Λ * V is the exterior algebra with the induced action. In this context, the ground ring R appears as C[Γ], with basis e k given by the three characters of the group. It is instructive to draw B as a quiver whose vertices correspond to those idempotents, and where the arrows label all the other morphisms:
With this at hand, we can describe the actual Z-grading of B, which is as follows:
morphism space degree
It is straightforward to verify these statements, since the necessary Floer cohomology computations on M can be done combinatorially.
Before continuing, we need to point out that while the quasi-isomorphism class of B is welldefined, the actual A ∞ -structure depends on choices (of Hamiltonian perturbations which resolve the non-transversality of self-intersections, and possibly other things, depending on technical preferences). To simplify things, we may assume that the representative B is chosen to be minimal (µ 1 B = 0, which means that it is an A ∞ -deformation of B itself), and that it is strictly unital (which helps us make the connection with the main body of the paper). It is well-known that the classification of A ∞ -deformations is governed by Hochschild cohomology. In this case, only one of the relevant Hochschild groups is nonzero, namely
The concrete implication is as follows: there is a unique degree three homogeneous polynomial q ∈ Sym 3 (V ∨ ) such that for all v ∈ V ,
Here, the input v ⊗ v ⊗ v is thought of as lying in e 1 Be 3 ⊗ e 3 Be 2 ⊗ e 2 Be 1 ∼ = V ⊗3 , and the output belongs to (e 1 Be 1 ) 0 = Ce 1 ∼ = C. Moreover, this polynomial determines the entire A ∞ -structure of B, up to quasi-isomorphisms whose linear term is trivial. We refer to [12, Section 3] for an exposition of the relevant algebraic deformation theory, and to [12, Section 4] for the Hochschild cohomology computation.
The statement above reduces the computation of B to finding q, hence to a finite number of unknowns. One can improve the situation a little further, as follows. The homomorphism π 1 (M ) → π 1 (E) = Z 2 kills all the [L k ], hence gives rise to an action of (C * ) 2 on B (equivalently, that can be thought of as an additional bigrading, given by dividing points of L j ∩ L k into different topological classes; see [12, Section 8b] for details). On the level of cohomology, this corresponds to the action of the standard maximal torus (C * ) 2 ⊂ sl(V ) on B. Clearly, q must be invariant under the induced action on Hochschild cohomology, which means that it must be some multiple of v 1 v 2 v 3 . To determine the constant, one introduces a slightly perturbed version L ′ 1 of L 1 , and computes the Massey product by counting rectangles. This is shown in Figure 1 for v = (1, 1, 1) , where precisely one relevant rectangle exists, thereby proving that q(v) = ±v 1 v 2 v 3 (the sign depends on the conventions used to identify B with ΛV ⋊ Γ, hence is irrelevant).
Let A ⊂ B be the directed A ∞ -subcategory. Because of the homogeneity of the grading, it is clear that A is in fact just a graded algebra, with vanishing higher order products. For the same reason, B/A is an A-bimodule in the classical sense, which means that its structure maps µ r|1|s vanish except for (r, s) = (1, 0) or (0, 1). To conclude these considerations, we take a look at the bimodule homomorphism δ[−1] obtained from (37), or rather its effect on V = modf (A) through convolution. Take 
Clearly, the only nontrivial cohomology group of (90) is
, and by using the definition (18) together with (89), one sees that its cohomology class is precisely given by q ∈ Sym 3 (V ∨ ). This shows that in this particular situation, δ captures all the additional information arising from the non-formality of B.
(6b) The mirror equivalence and related issues. π : E → C is the mirror of the algebraic variety Y = CP 2 , or more precisely (to make things basis-independent) of CP (V ). In terms of homological mirror symmetry, this means that
equivalent (as a triangulated category) to the derived category of coherent sheaves D b (Y ).
Indeed, as already pointed out in [11] , A is the directed quiver algebra associated to Beilinson's exceptional collection. Given that, it is straightforward to construct the equivalence. In particular, the simple modules Ae k are mapped to objects in the dual collection, which are just
(we have committed a minor crime in using left modules rather than right ones; however, in the present case that does not matter, since A and its opposite are isomorphic).
We need to explain some further implications of (91). These are mostly applications of the general machinery of derived equivalences, and more specifically of its incarnation on the
level of triangulated A ∞ -categories. As before, we give only quick outlines of proofs.
(92)
The triangulated category Here, K Y is the canonical bundle pulled back by the isomorphism ∆ ∼ = Y . The proof goes as follows. First, (B/A) [1] is isomorphic in H 0 (bimod(A)) to the dual A ∨ of the diagonal bimodule. Generally speaking, this follows from the "weak Calabi-Yau" nature of the Fukaya category of M , following the algebraic framework set up in [14] . However, in this particular case, we have already determined B/A above, so the result is straightforward. With that in mind, one finds that convolution with (B/A) [1] is just the Serre functor on the category H 0 (bimod(A)). Therefore, the corresponding Fourier-Mukai transform on D b (Y ) is tensor product with K Y [2] . Isomorphism of functors implies isomorphism of the corresponding Fourier-Mukai kernels (this would be a tricky issue in general, but it's quite easy here, since the kernels are just ordinary sheaves). Now shift by [−2] to get the desired result. To determine δ[−1], one looks at its effect on the simple module Re 1 , which corresponds to the structure sheaf O Y , and appeals to the computation at the end of Section 6a. This is a form of the derived invariance of Hochschild homology. Ideally, one might expect this to hold whenever there is an equivalence of triangulated categories H 0 (mod(A)) ∼ = D b (Y ). This is probably a little too optimistic, since one runs into the usual technical problems with triangulated categories. However, the result does hold whenever the equivalence is induced by a quasi-equivalence of underlying dg categories, which is definitely true in our example. Y , the starting page of this spectral sequence has only one nonempty row, which implies degeneration and yields the desired result. The direct limit is over sections of Λ * Y having poles of increasingly high order along the divisor Z = {q = 0} = {v 1 v 2 v 3 = 0}, with the maps given by inclusion. In the limit, this amounts to sections defined on U = Y \ Z. In our case U ∼ = (C * ) 2 , and that yields the explicit formula On the other hand, the total space of our Lefschetz fibration is E ∼ = T * (T 2 ). By the general results about cotangent bundles from [15] ,
where LT 2 is the free loop space. Using the homotopy equivalence LT 2 ≃ Z 2 × T 2 , one easily checks that this is the same as (97) (in fact, in this particular case there is no real need to appeal to [15] ; a direct computation, using the equality of Reeb flow and geodesic flow together with standard Morse-Bott type methods, would be perfectly possible) . Hence, where γ = ǫt. As usual, µ 0 D = t, and the other nontrivial terms µ 1 , µ 2 are inherited from our previous dg structure. Now apply Koszul duality relative to A. This means that we consider a category of D-modules, similar to Section 4d but using A as a ground ring. A itself is the "simple module" in this category (with t and γ acting trivially on it). The endomorphism dga of this module is dual to the (completed) tensor coalgebra of D [1] formed over A. A computation shows that this is quasi-isomorphic to the commutative dga A[θ, g], where |θ| = −1 and |g| = 0, and the differential is d(θ) = 1 − gq. For much more obvious reasons, this is then quasi-isomorphic to A/(gq − 1), which is the coordinate ring of the complement U = Y \ Z. It might be interesting to develop this argument further, so as to obtain an actual equivalence of categories of modules, and then apply a sheafified version to projective Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces. In a different direction, one can wonder whether similar ideas might be of use in the general context (36), to provide a more direct link between pullback (1) and categorical quotient (47).
